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since 19BZ He currently seryes as AS H I Treasurer He is a certified
Residential Combination lnspector and a licensed contractor in
Arizona, Florida and North Carolina, To read more of Bruce's
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nce again, The Word invites you to travel into
the dark realm of subjects that may be of in-
terest to home inspectors. The Word hopes

you will find this trip informative and maybe
a little entertaining.

Our subject this month is retaining walls. The Word
finds this subject interesting because retaining walls are

out of scope of a home inspection, except when they are
in scope. There is, therefore, some confusion aboutwhen
we are required to inspect retainingwalls and about how
to inspect them when required.

Item 4.1.A.5 ofthe ASHI Standard of Practice for Home
Inspections (SoP; https://www.homeinspector.or g/ stan-
dards-of:practice) requires us to inspect and to report
defects in retaining walls tf the ztsall is likely to adr.tersely

&tt the building.Is this clear to everyone? The Word
didn't think so. Let's dissect this sentence.

The words inspect and defect are identified in the SoP.

Inspect is a defined term that means to visually examine
the readily accessible parts of the retaining wall. Readily
accessible is also a defined term that means we do not
have to move things or take things. apartto perform the
inspection. Defects are identified in SoP item 2.2.8.1
as "...systems and components inspected that...are not
functioning properly, significantly deficient, unsafe, or are

near the end oftheir service lives." This leaves us with the
question of how to define "adversely affect the building."
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ff.r. WorO' Retainino Walls

Taining walls can he installed to terrace

$eep hill to create a mnre aesthetical,

sing appearance and to make the hill
ier to maintain,

A retainingwall is a structure that is intended to separate

^n^reaat 
a higher elevation from an ateaata lower eleva-

tion. Retainingwalls often are used to create a more useful
level surface in front of the retainingwall. When installed
near the building, retaining walls may be intended to
allow installation of openings, such as a basement door,
that would otherwise be below grade. Retaining walls
can be installed to terrace a steep hill to create a more
aesthetically pleasing appearance and to make the hill
easier to maintain. Short retaining walls can be used to
make landscaping more visually appealing. These short
retainingwalls are sometimes called landscape or garden
walls.

International Residential Code 2018 (IRC) R404.4 is the
only reference to retaining walls in the IRC that The Word
knows about. Local jurisdictions and some homeowner
associations may have other requirements.

IRC R404,4 requires the following engineering designs

for retaining walls:

. not supported at the top (most are not) and at th.e bottom, and

. retain more than 48 inches of soit, or

. retain more than 24 inches of soil and support a lateral load in

addition to the soil; a lateral load would be something like a

footing or a driveway (lllustration l).

IRC R105.2 requires a building permit for retaining
walls that are more than 48 inches tall, measured from
the bottom of the footing, and for retaining walls that
support alateralload. It is prudent for inspectors to dis-
claim structurai inspection of retainingwalls that fall into
these categories, to recommend a permit check for these

retainingwalls and to recommend an engineer evaluation
of these retaining walls if the client wants additional
information about their condition.

A retaining wall can be built with just about anything
that can support the retained material and anything that
has a reasonable service life in a wet environment. Preser-
vative-treated wood is the most commonly used material
in many markets, especially for newer walls. It is usually
the least expensive alternative. Masonry (concrete blocks
and brick) is also a commonly used material. Retaining
walls made of stacked natural (rubble) stone have been
used for thousands of years. These walls often are lim-
ited to 2 or 3 feet tall (Photo 3). Concrete walls can be

found in residential applications, but these walls are less

common because of high cost and poor aesthetics. Precast

interlocking blocks are becoming popular. These block
walls are also known as segmented blocks and landscaping
blocks. A gabion retainingwall uses rubble stone retained
in a wire cage. Gabion walls are uncommon.

Retaining walls should be built to drain water that may
accumulate behind the retaining wall. The ideal water
management system includes gravel and landscape fabric
installed directly behind the retaining wall. The system
includes drainage openings (weep holes) or some other
way for water to escape. Unfortunately, the ideal water
management system is uncommon and is not visible for
inspection znryay. The lack ofweep holes or other drain-
age means is a visible defect that should be reported.

ENGINEER
DESIGN

REQUIRED
tF > 24 tN.

Retaining Wall With Lateral Load
@ 2018 Dream Home Consultants, LLC.
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ffr. WrrO Retaininq Walls

lllustration 2

Photo 4, Wood retaining wall with a lateral load, Wood may not be ground

contact rated,

Photo 5, Red arrow noints to a tieback,

Masonry retainfng walls and concrete retaining walls
should be supported by a concrete footing. This footing
may need to be extra wide and extra deep to help the wall
resist rotation. Steel reinforcing bar vertical dowels should
be placed in the footings for taller walls to help the wall
resist sliding offof the footing. Horizontal reinforcingbars
also may be necessary to provide lateral load resistance
and the cells of taller concrete blockwalls should be fully
grouted. Grout is concrete with a high water content,
which helps it flow into the cells. Of course, none of this
is usually visible during our inspection.

Interlocking block walls are built using manufactured
concrete blocks. The blocks sold at the big-box retailers
may be limited to 2 or 3 feet tall. Other systems may be
as tall as the manufacturer or an engineer will allow.
Some systems have lips on the bottom to resist Iateral
movement. Other systems use pins to secure the blocks.
Blocks should be installed according to manufacturer's
instructions for the system.

Footings made using crushed stone may be acceptable

for lower-height walls using some systems. Taller walls
may need a concrete footing and reinforcing rods similar
to a masonry wall.

20I8IRC R312.1".L states that aguard is required where
a walking surface is more than 30 inches above the floor
or above grade. The Word interprets this to mean that a
guard is required at a retainingwall ifthe area on the high
side of the retaining wall can reasonably be considered a

walking surface. Driveways and walkways are walking
surfaces. Any area that is regularly used for recreation
or that is regularly accessed for maintenance (e.g., lawn
mowing) is probably a walking surface. Whether other
areas are walking surfaces is subject to interpretation.

Whether and how an inspector reports the lackof a guard
ataretainingwall depends on the situation. An inspector
should report lack of a guard at arctaining wall as a defect
if the inspector determines that the situation qualifies
as significantly deficient or unsafe. The inspector may
report lack of a guard at a retaining wall as information
if the inspector believes that the client maywant to con-
sider installing a guard at some point in the future as

an upgrade. The inspector may ignore lack of a guard at
a retaining wall if the area on the high side of the wall
cannot reasonably be considered a walking surface.

Wood Retaining Wall
@ 2018 Dream Home Consultants. LLC.
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